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BOZA RAFAJLOVIC‘S TESTIMONY CONDUCTED ON MAY 2ND 1997 
IN BELGRADE 
 
Now, you will hear the testimony of Boza Rafajlovic, a journalist who 
successfully escaped occupied Belgrade when he was 17 years old.  He 
managed to reach the Adriatic coast under the Italian control from where he 
tried to evacuate his family from Belgrade.  After a period of time spent in 
an Italian transit camp, Boza joined Tito’s army.  Now I will let Boza 
introduce and describe himself, his family, and his life before the war. 
 
Jasa Almuli a journalist from Belgrade, conducts this interview for the U.S. 
Holocaust Museum and Jeff and Toby Herr Collection.   
 
Q: Bozo please… 
 
A: I escaped Belgrade under the Germans’ bombs. It was on Sunday, 
April 6th 1941. My parents were aware of the fact that I decided to leave.  
Not to run away, but to leave.  Inside my house we talked about necessity for 
resistance.  I wanted to be a volunteer. I was only 17 years old.  The Army 
of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia did not recruit volunteers.  I was walking 
throughout demolished Belgrade looking for the military institution that 
would recruit me.  In front of the main military headquarters I was told that 
there is no military command and that Belgrade is an open city.  I was born 
on December 23rd in a family, that through circumstances, became 
assimilated and accepted a Serbian last name Rafajlovic.  My grandfather 
and his brother had the same name.  One was Rafajlo Isak, and the other one 
was Isak Rafajlo.  The first one changed his name from Rafajlo to Rafajovic, 
while the second one converted his name from Isak to Isakovic.  So, that was 
the way we got two families Rafajlovic and Isakovic.  My father was a 
merchant. He had a nice and well-known store in downtown Belgrade.  The 
store was across the street where the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was located 
on King Milan’s Street, later it was Marshall Tito’s Street, and now it is 
Serb’s Leaders Street.  Today the “Elektrotehna “ is located there. It used to 
be next to “Krina” and what was most important for me was that my father’s 
store was next to Belgrade’s famous baker Mendragic.  For me the bakers 
were always higher class. I was born in the Gabaj’s brother’s house, and in 
its basement was the best Belgrade’s bakery, “Gruber”.  The Grubers were 
refugees from Vienna, and they were preparing wonderful cakes.  We 
children used to take the money for rent to Mrs. Gruber, and she would offer 
to us fresh cakes from the Gruber’s bakery. 
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Q: Was that at Terazije? 
A: No, that was in Dusan’s Street No.28.  I lived on the 2nd floor to the 
right, and my apartment was facing “Janko Veselinovic” school, the 
Elementary School I attended.  The same way I explained the history of the 
Rafajlovic and Isakovic names, I would like to describe two names from my 
mother’s side. That was one huge Sephard family from Dorcola. These 
families were Demajo and Demajorovic. One of them, Demajo, preserved its 
original last name. That was my grandmother who kept her last name until 
she got married.  The other family became Demajorovic and significantly 
separated themselves.  My grandmother was a younger sister of Max 
Demajo, who was a successful businessman in Vienna. She was sister of 
Dzemaja Demajo who was the famous Belgrade’s attorney, and the senator 
and president of Belgrade’s Jewish Community during the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia.  My grandmother got married very young.  She married Vlach’s 
wheat merchant and moved with him to Turn Severin.  There she had two 
daughters, Serafina and Dzika, and one son Rafail.  However, Vlach’s 
merchant Avram Faro, after whom I was named, died in a road robbery.  He 
was murdered and robbed by thieves from Moldova.  The young widow 
packed up with her children and returned to Belgrade.  Obviously her kids 
were supporting her.  She gave her older daughter to a successful young 
merchant Lazar Demajorovic.  He was a very distant cousin of hers, but one 
who originated from the branch that changed its last name.  The younger 
one, my future mother Djika, got married after the war. She married a 
merchant Sabitaj Rafajlovic.  My grandmother’s youngest son Rafajlo got 
married just before the war with Klarisa Tajtacak.  They had no children. 
 
Q: How would you explain the assimilation within your father’s family 
here in Serbia? 
A: One of father’s nine brothers died during the battle at Jedreni serving 
the Serbian army and attacking Turks. My father had nine brothers and one 
sister. 
 
Q: Was that during the Balkan War? 
A:  During the first Balkan War in 1912.  My uncle, the husband of my 
mother’s sister Lazar Demajorovic, was a Serb Army captain, a well-known 
hero in the battle for Cer.  Within the entire family there were not only 
officers, but nurses too.  My grandmother was a nurse in the Balkan War, 
and my mother’s grandmother was a nurse too.  We incorporated ourselves 
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into the Serb surrounding.  Most of my friends were mainly Serbs, although 
I had Jewish friends too.  From Belgrade, as I noted before, we escaped in 
order to join the army. There were two Serbs and three Jews.  Isak Albahari, 
Gavrilo Zunana, Draboljub Zdravkovic, Nenad Jovicic, and I. 
 
Q: Who survived? 
A: Well, most of us survived.  During the celebration of 100 years of the 
First Belgrade’s Gymnasium, which was several years ago, most of us 
attended. 
 
Q: Was that at Dorcolu, in the Jewish neighborhood? 
A: … Yes, we were celebrating the Gymnasium’s anniversary in Dusan’s 
Street next to Alexander Nevski church.  Afterwards the organizers 
published in the “Politika” a huge announcement, in memory of all victims 
of the war.  That long list from A-Z started with Albahari Isak, and ended 
with Zunana Gavrilo.  Albahari Isak died in 1942 in Parma.  He died from 
malaria and tuberculosis. But Zunana Gavrilo is still alive.  He was happy 
when he saw his name on the list of dead people, and he sent me one 
Israeli’s saying that states “The person who reads about his death will live a 
long life”. He is not Gavrilo Zunana any more. His name is Gavriel Zan, and 
he lives near Tel Aviv in little town called Maksimim.  He established his 
family and works as a farmer.  Most of us kids from Belgrade’s streets 
expected the war. The war was not a surprise for us.  Right after the first 
wave of attacks, I went with my father to his store on King Milan Street.  He 
wanted to collect the money and to pay off his companion.  His companion 
was recruited four days prior to Germans’ attack.  Since he was a Major in 
the reserve, they stationed him as a commander of rail station in White 
Creek (Beli Potok).  He was Jewish, and his name was Rafajlo Levi.  My 
father instructed me to move to his companion to White Creek.  
Unfortunately, because of the bombing I had to take a different way.  My 
father immediately delivered money from the store. Some of the money he 
gave to Rafajlo’s wife.  They lived close to us on the corner of Captain 
Mico’s and Jonanova Street.  We lived at Dorcolu in Strahinja Ban Street 
No.43, the second floor to the right.  Above us also lived one Jewish family 
Gedalj, below us was our landlord, and in the basement lived a well-known 
writer Vitezica.  We left Belgrade sometime around noon, right after the 
second wave of shelling.  We went to the rail station, but there were no 
trains. We decided to walk along the railway in the direction to Obrenovac.  
I can’t recall was that Sopot, or some other place where we stopped, and 
asked for the assistance from the local Station Chief.  I used Mr. Rafajlo’s 
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name. The Station’s Chief knew Mr. Levi. He told us: “Kids stay here at the 
station, it will be one train”.  It was a freight train, and on each boxcar was 
written “for 40 soldiers and six horses”.  The train left sometime around 
midnight. The sky over Belgrade was red.  Belgrade was burning.  I didn’t 
know if my family was still alive. We traveled no more than four or five 
hours and planes began flying over us.  The train stopped and we jumped 
into the ditches.  That was my first shooting experience.  Bullets were flying 
over us, we faced the ground, and could hear victims screaming.  The engine 
blew its whistle twice and we continued. The next morning we arrived to 
Pale, and the Yugoslav government was there. 
 
Q: Was that near Sarajevo? 
A: Several kilometers from Sarajevo.  At Pale we searched my friend’s 
brother-in-law Bate Draboljub Zdravkovic.  He was a commander of Pale.  
He told us: “Kids, why do you want to join the army. We haven’t even 
organized ourselves, how can we organize you. The government is leaving 
here tomorrow, maybe there is a plane that can get you out of here.”  He put 
us on the freight train, and with some interruptions we were successfully 
transported over Konjic to Metkovic. 
 
Q: Was that at the sea coast? 
A:  No, Metkovic is before the sea coast.  It is right below Mostar. South 
from Mostar the railway splits into the two wings.  The right wing goes to 
Ploce, while the left wing goes to Djenovice and Dubrovnik.   
 
Q: Was that Boka Kotorska Bay? 
A: Yes. There in Metkovic we experienced dissolution of Yugoslavia. It 
was the 10th of April.  For the first time we heard of the word Ustasha.  
Although, we had heard of Ustashas before, we had heard of Janko Kusto, 
and we knew about Pavelic, but we thought that they exist only in the 
newspapers.  We saw them in Metkovic, they were disarming the soldiers, 
and they started… 
 
Q: Who were the Ustashas? 
A: The Ustashas were Croatian extremists and nationalists, who upon the 
order from their leader Pavelic and Hitler, tried to break Yugoslavia from 
within.  For us the essential question was whether the Ustashas will control 
our boxcar, or not.  The guy who was operating the train engine was fearless.  
He refused to stop the train at the red signal.  The Ustashas jumped out from 
the train in their fear that in the train they might be outnumbered.  We 
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arrived to Zelenika.  I think it was on Friday or Saturday, the 11th or 12th of 
April.  The next day, the seacoast was beautiful.  The first scene that we saw 
was the bombing of Boka by the Italian war planes.  Later we understood 
that Italians were trying to bomb two or three warships, “Zagreb,” and some 
other two.  In the afternoon we noticed a new plane.  That was a British 
hydroplane that tried to provide transport for the remnants of governmental 
and army command members from Niksic.  There were more people 
gathered in the bay at Djenovica than at the soccer game. There were several 
thousands of us.  My group, five of us from Belgrade, tried to get on the 
plane too, but only members of the government had permission to board.  
Unfortunately we saw hydroplanes departing, and leaving us here.  We met 
one lieutenant who wanted to pick us all.  He asked: “What do you know? 
You are Belgrade kids, do you drive?”  Anyone who drove was accepted 
immediately.  None of us had a car.  Anyone who spoke Italian, German, 
Albanian was accepted. None of us spoke any of the languages. I told him 
that I know how to type.  Several months prior to the war I completed one 
course in typewriting.  I used to type back in Belgrade without even looking 
at the keyboard.  In front of the lieutenant I typed on one old Anderleht 
machine.  I was scared and panicking, so whatever I typed was wrong.  The 
lieutenant walked us out, gave us a couple pieces of bread, and said: “Kids, 
get out of my face, I don’t even know what I am going to do with myself. 
Why should I have you on my mind?”  Instead of becoming army volunteers 
we became refugees in our own country, but under the Italian control.  The 
arrival of Italians was the first change in this chaos of searching for the 
future.  We were observing the endless line of Yugoslav army, and its 
officers being taken by Italians… 
 
Q: Into the prisons? 
A: … into the prisons.  The Yugoslav Army went into Albania, but it had 
to withdraw.  Most of them surrendered even before crossing the border.  In 
Herceg Novi we found a new company, but we had to organize ourselves. 
 
Q: Herceg Novi, say, that is one…? 
A: That is today’s a well-known tourist resort. It’s a small haven, a small 
fisherman’s town at the entrance to the Boka Kotorska Bay.  At one time it 
used to have no more than 400-500 houses, and the same number of 
families.  Back then it was a very poor town, with two nice hotels and 
several houses that had already been ruined at the main plaza.  We rented the 
inn, settling among oil canisters and wine barrels.  We made beds of straw 
and improvised a kitchen. 
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Q: Three Jews and two Serbs? 
A: Three Jews and two Serbs.  The biggest problem was cooking.  We 
found one wonderful lady, the mother of our friend Rafajlo Tavli who gave 
us an intensive course in cooking.   
 
Q: Was she from Belgrade? 
A: She was from Belgrade.  She also ended up in the Italian refugee 
camp Feramonti, and survived the war.  She and her daughter gave us some 
of the first lessons in cooking, teaching us how to make soup. That is how 
we started our lives.  The first messenger we met agreed to take our letters to 
Belgrade. We never knew if it was a political messenger or just some 
smuggler. However, seven days later he came back from Belgrade, he didn’t 
ask for anything, just brought us letters.  I felt brave enough to start 
searching for a permit to return to Belgrade. 
 
Q: So did you register with the Italian authorities as a refugee, or a Jew? 
How did you register? 
A: No we did not register with Italians at all.  We lived just like tourists, 
like Yugoslavs in Yugoslavia.  Nobody asked us anything, but we were 
aware of the fact that to travel back to Belgrade was not that simple.  First 
we sent our friend Bato Dragoljub Zdravkovic to the Italian command to try 
to get a travel permit folio di via.  He received the permit after five minutes.  
It said on the permit folio di via for Dragoljub Zdravkovic, Herceg Novi-
Belgrade, over Sarajevo.  Nenad Jovicic went after him, and very soon he 
received a permit.  Then I tried.  I went to the Italian officer who lived 
across the street from us and told him that I would like to travel with my 
friends as well.  I told him my name was Enco Rafaeli.  He looked at me and 
on the permit he wrote Enco Rafaeli.  He did not say a word.  I told him that 
two of my sisters would be going with me.  He saw me before, walking on 
the street with the two girls, and just assumed they were my sisters.  I said: 
“Yes they are traveling too, and if it is necessary they will come to see you 
too, but if it’s possible without that…”  It was possible. 
 
Q: Did he write the permits for your sisters too? 
A: He wrote the permit for my sisters.  One was Matilda Rafaeli, the 
other one was Regina Rafael. The permit stated Katarno-Sarajevo-Belgrado, 
and then with the same pen I added e ritorno, what meant that three of us are 
returning from Belgrade with the same permits.  However, the problem was 
not to get the permit. The real problem was once we left the Italian zone, 
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would other controls along the way consider this as valuable, or will they 
request their own document.  Pretty soon we found out.  At the German 
checkpoint, right before Sarajevo, they looked at our permits, and told us 
“Goodbye” in Italian.  Some German soldier wanted to show his knowledge 
of Italian.  We went through.  The Ustashas did not show up. 
 
Q: Are you talking about the Croatian Ustashas, since they occupied all 
of Bosnia? 
A: Croatian Ustashas did not show up.  They occupied the entire country 
of Bosnia.  We entered Serbia near Uzice.  The Serbian control came in.  
They looked at me.  Certainly, I didn’t show my sisters’ permits.  Those 
were just local permits that I used all the way to Belgrade.  Serbian control 
looked at my permit and told me: “At least you could travel separate from 
your friends.  Why are you pretending that you are Italian? Do not show that 
to Germans!”  I was lucky, there were no more controls.  We took tram No.2 
that took us home.  Father was the only one in the house.  He told me that he 
started moving the family to Mirjevo.  Mirjevo was a village five, six, eight 
kilometers from the New Belgrade’s cemetery, where I live now.  In the 
afternoon I saw my mother, grandmother, and my sisters.  We walked there. 
Nothing operated, except tram No.2.  While my father was moving, I tried to 
talk to him.  In the house while we were alone, I told him that I brought 
permits for my sisters too.  He told me: “You can go, but you are not taking 
your sisters!” I tried to persuade my mother, but she just cried.  I couldn’t 
even get one word from her.  All my sisters and my grandmother were 
crying.  It seemed to be a day of crying.  We understood each other through 
tears.  At night, late at night I tried to talk to my father again.  “Son, they 
can’t kill us all.” He repeated that several times.  We will survive somehow.  
You go if you planned, but I think you should stay.  The third day I was 
ready to go.  I left them the permits.  I reminded them that I was begging 
father to let at least the youngest sister leave with me. 
 
Q: How old was she? 
A: The younger sister was nine and the older one was 20.  For me that 
was the hardest moment during the entire war.  Not even bombs, shelling, 
partisans, not even camps, nothing was as hard on me as the unsuccessful 
talks with my parents.  I was still a boy.  I was 17.  My arguments were only 
to raise my voice, but I did not want to do it.  I was crying inside of myself, 
because I didn’t convince them.  I could not persuade him that he was 
wrong.  That was the hardest day of my entire life.  I came back to the Boka 
Bay.  Just a couple days later we heard that they were taken to the work 
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squads to clean Belgrade.  First they took men and shortly after, women 
were taken too and brought to Sajmiste.  My father was taken from the 
concentration camp Topovske Zupe, put before a firing squad and executed 
on November 17, 1941. 
 
Q: Why was he executed and who did it?  
A: He was executed by Germans, because he was Jewish.   
 
Q: Wermacht executed them as Serbian prisoners? 
A: Correct.  Gestapo did not execute them, nor Serbian army. German 
army and German soldiers executed them.  They were put before firing 
squad in Jajinci, a village near Belgrade.  They were taken by trucks in the 
groups of ten or twenty.  Execution started on November 11 and ended on 
November 17.   
 
Q: Did they execute them as the response to partisans’ actions at that 
time? And the first hostages executed were Jewish men. 
A: They used those who were already in work squads. The facts about 
my father’s liquidation I learned after the war.  One of my distant cousins 
Solomon Mika Altarac survived Topovske Zupe.  He was evacuated from 
there by one of his employees. Before the war he had a furniture store, and 
one of his employees was an aggressor’s policeman.  He evacuated him, and 
Mika gave me details.  Details I received from some other sources do not 
match this one. I can’t definitely conclude when these executions started, but 
the fact is that they were conducted as a response to the actions against the 
German army. 
 
- Jews, 16 years old and above.  Mika Solomon Altarac’s son was executed 
with my father.  His father couldn’t mange to evacuate his son.  My mother 
and my sisters were taken at Sajmiste on the other side of river Sava.  
According to one source they were taken in May, but according to another 
one they were taken in the beginning of December 1941.  Conditions at 
Sajmiste were horrible.  The windows were broken, and snow was coming 
in.  There were no beds, no covers, and no heat.  They asphyxiated prisoners 
in trucks as a regular practice.  In the camp that was officially located on the 
territory of NDH (Independent State of Croatia) under control of the 
Ustashas, but under the main control of the German army.  From here, little 
groups were taken into the “Sauer” truck.  The truck would cross the bridge 
over the river Sava in Belgrade, and then the exhaust would be connected 
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into the cabin over the people.  And by the time the truck would reach the 
final destination the entire group was killed.  
 
Q: With the gas from exhaust system? 
A: … with the gas from exhaust system.  Among them my Djika was 43 
years old, my sister Matilda was 20, my younger sister Regina, we called her 
Reli, was 9, and my grandmother Regina was 62, as well as, a number of 
other Jewish women from Belgrade. 
 
Q: Well, I wouldn’t talk about this topic anymore, so could you tell me 
what did you experience once you went back? 
A: I didn’t hear about tragedy until I went back home several years later.  
That was happening while I was still in Boka Kotorska, Herceg Novi. 
 
Q: Bozo, were there any other Jewish refugees in the Bay Boka 
Kotorska, at the Montenegro sea coast, and what kind of treatment did they 
have under the Italian authorities? 
A: There were many of us.  I met Aser Bato Deleon, Kon sisters, and a 
well-known Dubrovnik attorney’s Mosic brothers.  Just in Herceg Novi there 
were about 120 Jews. 
 
Q: Were they mostly from Belgrade? 
A: Mostly from Belgrade, although there were some from Sarajevo, and I 
think one family from Zagreb. Most of them I met later. We tried not to walk 
as much as possible.  We heard that a liberation front started in Montenegro.  
We were looking for connections. The first connection was Bata Deleon.  He 
told us to be ready, because we might be going to Montenegro.  But next we 
learned that the transport to Montenegro cannot be arranged.  I received the 
order to make the contact with the Republican Party.  Those beautiful girls 
that helped me get a permit were the daughters of Vladimir and Stanoje 
Simic, leaders of the Republican Party.  Their mother invited us Jews for 
lunch, and promised us a connection for transport to Montenegro. But the 
next day she told us the same story as Bata Deleon.  Obviously, the 
connection that refused to accept us was Communist connection for 
Montenegro.  In Montenegro communists were not organized well in order 
to accept larger group of Jews.  The Liberation Front in Montenegro was 
actually against Italians, who were relatively fair to us. 
 
Q: Wait, did you register with the Italian authorities? 
A: They ordered registration.  We read it. It was posted at the walls. 
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Q: Jews or all of the refugees? 
A: That was for the refugees, for prfugi e sfolati, not only for Jews.  At 
the last moment of regular registration we registered ourselves too. 
 
Q: Did you say that you were Jews? 
A: Yes, there we reported as Jews.  That registration was an invitation for 
the camp.  Several days later we received an invitation to come for an 
interview.  Once we arrived we were told to pack ourselves up because we 
would be transported to a better place.  There was no way to avoid that. On 
the same day we were transported on the commercial boat. 
 
Q: Was the boat anchored near Kotor? 
A: Right before Kotor, in the Bay of Boka Kotorska.  If I can recall it 
was commercial boat “King Alexander”, but I am not sure.  During the two 
days of loading, the smaller groups were arriving. Our predictions were that 
there were around 200 people.  All of them were Jews.  Then we started 
meeting each other.  That was the first group of Jews that was transported 
from Kotor to Albania.  May I just add that Liberation Front in Montenegro 
started July 13.  Italians transported support forces to destroy the front.  
They concentrated us on that boat on July 21st and 22nd, and an important 
question was if they consider us a dangerous element in Boka, or just as 
Jewish refugees that they planned to remove from the war zone.  It remains 
for history to conclude.   
 
Italians did not tell us the reasons for our imprisonment.  The way we were 
transported was acceptable.  We significantly suffered on the boat prior to its 
departure.  The ventilation was bad, the food was bad, and the scarcity of 
restrooms on the boat was the problem. 
 
Q: Did they allow you to bring your personal belongings?  
A: Only what we could carry in our hands.  That was strictly ordered that 
we are allowed to bring our personal things since we will need them. 
 
Q: Did Italians ever search you or take some of your personal things? 
A: Never.  Not even during our entrance to the camp was the search 
conducted.  They told us that they do not allow photo-cameras and radios.  
Most likely some of us had photo-cameras in our bags, because later we took 
many pictures, and the Italians provided rolls of film for us. 
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Q: Well, now, where did you go on that boat after you left Boka 
Kotorska? 
A: After we left Boka Kotorska we arrived very soon.  We were able to 
figure out that we traveled southward, considering the movement of the sun.  
As soon as the boat was unloaded we knew that we had arrived to Drac.  
From Drac by the trucks…  
 
Q: In Albania? 
A: In Albania. From Drac we were taken to Kavaja.  That was a camp, 
we saw it from the distance.  Later we talked to the people inside the camp.  
These were hostages from Montenegro.  We were put in the camp next to the 
people from Montenegro, but the next day we recognized that we had a 
special status. We had received bread, while they hadn’t seen bread for days.  
We have received several warm meals, while they have received one at 
noon. For children they have provided milk, while people from Montenegro 
hadn’t even seen milk at all.  Kavaja was terrible camp. Probably terrible 
because it was the first one for me.  A real concentration camp, surrounded 
by wire.  I was behind it. 
 
Q: What did the guard look like? 
A: The guard was camice nere.  “Black Shirts”. 
 
Q: Fascists! 
A: Fascists’ military police.  Although, we recognized very few Jews 
who spoke any Italian and established connection with the Italians.  That 
black shirt brought milk for children.  The Camp Commander gave a speech.  
I didn’t understand.  I heard several versions of it, but in short was to 
celebrate and congratulate the Italian flag.  I had to admit, that was the 
hardest for me.  That was called apelo.  Raising of the flag was followed by 
fanfares, and all prisoners had to face the flag, raise one hand in Fascist’s 
manner, and congratulate the Italian flag.  We youth tried to skip that 
procedure, but the guard made us do it.  The fact that the Commander in his 
speech promised to transport us to Italy relieved us of worry. He promised 
not to molest anyone, and he promised a protection for women and children.  
I was one of these who organized Vrabac, humorous-entertaining show that 
made fun of the Italians, and us as well. The Italians would visit, and even if 
they didn’t understand the jokes they would still laugh at them.  The Italians 
liked the parts where we sing songs and play music. 
 
Q: How did you sleep there.  What did the rooms look like? 
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A: That was one huge room.  Whether it was storage or school, it was 
built solid, and the roof hadn’t leaked.  There was a lot of moisture from 
inside, and we had wooden beds that hosted a lot bugs.  I mean that was the 
first camp for us.  We came from Belgrade, so we used to have closets, 
bathrooms, showers, but here we were all together.  In the same room they 
put children, women, men, elderly, adults.  Curtains, blankets that we 
received from Italians, separated us.  We also received straw beds and 
covers.  We didn’t have sheets.  Everything was awful.  Awful for us, but for 
Montenegrians it was unbearable. 
 
Q: All of these 200 people, entire families, children, women and elderly, 
they all slept in the same rooms and in the wooden beds! 
A: There were exactly 216 people in one room.  Bojana Jakovljevic made 
the list.  In the same camp were her mother, her younger sister, her brother, 
and a number of others. 
 
Q: Were they Jews from Belgrade? 
A: Yes.  That was a difficult period for us. Even though if we compare 
with other tragedies that war brings, that was one natural consequence. That 
was the beginning of suffering not only for Jews, but also for all people in 
Europe and in the world.  Finally, as Italians promised, we were transported 
to Italy. 
 
Q: When was that? 
A: Before the end of the year.  Prior to a severe Albanian winter, we were 
transported by boat first to Bari, and then by train to the top of the Italian 
Boot, in Kalabari, in the camp Feramonti, Tarsija county, Kozenca province.  
We arrived to Feramonti at the end of November 1941.  We never heard of 
Feramonti before.  We were unloaded in the same way the Jews were 
unloaded from trains throughout Europe.  In that camp there were already 
more than thousand Jews from all parts of occupied Europe.  Even Jews 
from the Soviet Union were there.  Jews from Poland, Germany, Austria, 
Czech-Republic were there.  Several French families especially from 
Corsica.  The Greeks arrived.  We Yugoslavians were fresh and new.  We 
were never a majority, but we were a new element.  The dominant group 
was Hebrew Jews, and that’s how we called them since they spoke Hebrew 
and German.  The Italian Jews had seniority.  The second in rank were 
Austrian and German Jews who ran away in front of Hitler. Feramonti was 
actually a new camp.  This was the first Italian camp built on the principles 
of barracks for prisoners.  Afterwards they built several more.  It was 
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interesting the way that the camp functioned.  The Italians gave a concession 
to one private company from Rome.  Dita Eugenio Parini received a 
concession for the entire region Feramonti, and province Cosenza. For less 
then a million liras to be paid off in five years Dita Parini had to invest 
capital in wood, water, electricity, and barracks for prisoners.  All prisoners 
were invited to deposit their belongings. Documents, money, jewelry, 
valuable things were supposed to be deposited at the camp management in 
order to protect against theft from the Italian guards.  We received 
guarantees from the authorities that we deposited a certain amount, and by 
doing that we reported our financial status.  According to that they classified 
us as self-supportive or government supportive.  We were poor, and the 
government subsidized us.  The Italian government would give each prisoner 
eight liras per day. As a reminder,  three liras were one dollar, and three 
dinars were one lira. That was the official exchange rate.  Certainly, we 
hadn’t received any money, but Dita Parini had.  The company that had a 
concession, out of eight liras they took six for food, a lira and half for room, 
and with the half of the lira that was left we could purchase goods in the 
store that the company opened. Simply all of these eight liras went to Dita 
Parini’s register.  However, I ate so well. I enjoyed in the chestnut that fed 
me all the time.  I even worked in the kitchen where we cooked chickpea 
that was filled with starch and proteins.  We hadn’t seen any meat.  
Feramonti was flooded with the water, and Dita Parini was paid to drain the 
water.  We suffered from malaria.  We Yugoslavs were separated throughout 
the camp. There were 15 of us.  The youth was lodged in the barrack No.11.  
Most of us were from Belgrade, although there were some people from 
Sarajevo. Those who had families were lodged into the barracks that 
consisted of small one-bedroom apartments.  Such apartments even had 
kitchens that they could prepare their meals in.  We singles shared the 
kitchen between two barracks. 
 
Q: Did you receive any products from that company? 
A: The company supplied kitchens with some rationed amount of 
products. I worked in the kitchen that was managed by Vienna’s engineer 
Jan Herman.  He was chess Master, and an architect who designed one 
portion of Prague.  Now he was in Feramonti camp.  His wife cooked 
deliciously, even though she complained that she never cooked such large 
amounts before.  She always managed to find proportions for such 
quantitative meals she was preparing.  Mostly we ate chickpea, pasta suta, 
and rice. 
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Q: Pasta suta was pasta with beans? 
A: I thought that I would eventually become tired of pasta suta.  Pasta 
suta is dry pasta without beans.  Faggiola is with beans. We had plenty of 
Faggiola, but not enough of beans, so we substituted chickpea instead.  Our 
supply was 150 grams of bread daily, 70 grams of pasta.  The regular portion 
of pasta for adults is 125 grams per day.  I never spent my daily portion of 
bread. I never ate bread at home.  I traded my bread for the best language 
teachers.  In the barrack No.3, there were three professors.  One of them 
taught me Italian, the other one English, and the third French.  
 
Q: Does that mean that you had a freedom of movement within the 
prison? 
A: Our obligation was to show up twice a day when they were checking 
our names. That was called apelo.  Apelo was everything but serious.  The 
Italian agents would come to the barrack with the lists.  All of us had to 
stand next to our beds, and as soon as your name was called you had to lie 
down on the bed so they knew if someone was missing.  This was a difficult 
procedure for the Italian officers.  They had difficulties pronouncing 
Yugoslav, Polish, or German names like Steinfield, Steffi, etc… 
 
Constantly, we compared Feramonti with Kavaja camp.  There is no doubt 
that Feramonti was advanced.  All conditions were better in Italy.  The 
climate was better.  Feramonti was a little town. This concentration camp 
was organized where we had our own kitchens with bread supply, oil, rice, 
pasta, chestnuts, and we could buy figs and garlic that was very crucial in 
our kitchen.  I was taking private lessons in foreign languages.  Within the 
camp  three regular elementary and one high school were functioning.  They 
spoke Hebrew, German, and Serbo-Croatian.  Vera Kon, Djeka Almuni were 
both teachers.  I think that even Bata Deleon was giving lectures in that 
school. 
 
A barrack No 11 was well known among Belgrade’s Jews as the barrack that 
had good soccer players.  They played good preference [card game], and 
were politically educated. In the beginning we criticized cooperation with 
the Italian authorities.  But ever since we recognized that the only burden for 
us was apelo, we quit criticizing.  We were allowed to walk and write freely, 
and even from the International Red Cross we were able to request books.  
These books were mostly classics, textbooks and comic books.  I was 
allowed to send a parcel to Mr. Rafo, my father’s companion who was in 
prison in Germany. 
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Q: Was he prisoner of the war? 
A: Prisoner of the war Osmebrick.  He found out my address over the 
International Red Cross and wrote to me.  I used the first chance to send him 
some dry figs, and some rice.  Within the camp we had our own physicians, 
one of our own ambulance, and one doctor Mr. Munk from Belgrade who 
worked there.  His two sons were with us in barrack No.11.  We had a 
couple of artists too.  Albert Alkalaj from Belgrade was there. He studied 
from Michael Finkelstein, a well-known cubist.  Italians gave him a small 
space for his studio. 
 
Q: How did he find paint and brushes? 
A: He used different ways.  If he couldn’t do legally, he used the guard.  
Also there was one Bulgarian man who was welcomed by Yugoslavs.  He 
was an expert at the black market. Not only did he manage to sneak photo 
cameras inside the camp, he even smuggled a radio.  Very soon we knew 
what was going on in the world. 
 
Q: Did you listen to radio London? 
A: We listened to radio Rome and radio London.  We knew about the 
withdrawal from Africa in 1942.  We heard of all the major battles in 1942. 
 
Q: What else did you have in the camp beside an art studio, ambulance, 
and schools? 
A: Beside this we had a theater, religious institutions, synagogues and 
churches even though we had more rabbis then synagogues and more priests 
then churches.  Jews especially separated themselves between those who 
followed religion and atheist, between Zionists and revision Zionists, 
between Zionist of all tendencies, communists of all colors: Trotsky 
followers, anarchist, patriots, Democrats, Republicans.  I believed  that the 
only mutual thing was that we were Jews. 
 
Q: Was there any sport life? 
A: Our barrack was a soccer champion.  We played volleyball, soccer, 
and basketball.  We almost played the game in Cosenza on the real soccer 
field.  That little town lived its life. There was even an independent 
magazine issued temporarily. I would like to conclude this part with the fact 
that the only feature we had in common was our mutual imprisonment. In 
addition, we were all Jews and less tolerant of each other than the Italians 
were toward us.  We could not accept the cooperation with the Italians in the 
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same way the Jews who cooperated with them could not stand us 
communists. Most of us searched libero confina.  That meant living in 
unrestricted accommodation. We received our status in Feramonti.  We were 
internati civile de guerra e ostaggi, what practically meant that we were civil 
inmates and hostages. That was our status. From time to time we would hear 
rumors that Italians will deliver us to Germans.  That’s why we searched for 
unrestricted accommodation.  The unrestricted accommodation was through 
Italian villages. All you needed to do was to report every day your presence, 
and you would be allowed to live in that village.  Freely, without wire 
around you, but on your own expenses.  Well, that was the special treatment 
under the conditions that you have financial power. You could search for 
unrestricted accommodation only if you had some of the family members 
already accommodated out of camp. 
 
A: I think that there was a different treatment toward single guys and 
families since families were allowed to search unrestricted accommodation 
without any difficulties. 
Q:  On the principles of connecting the families:  We had to find 
someone who would invite us, and who claimed us as their family, as well as 
take a financial responsibility for us. Family of Belgrade’s merchant Roman, 
who was selling socks in his store on the corner of Cika Ljubina and 
Kneginje Zore Street, across from today’s post office, and first started 
selling woman’s silk stockings Keiser was a well-known merchant. He was 
there with his wife, and two sons; older Samuilo Romano was Isa Albahari’s 
school friend, and he persuaded his father to invite Isa.  They claimed that 
Isa is their mother’s son.  Italians did not search a truth.  He left and found a 
job in the trunk factory. He made enough money to survive.  He made the 
contact with Mandila family. Mr. Mandila was a merchant.  He had a tree 
factory at Dorcolu by Danube.  He had a wife, two sons, and one daughter.  
He kicked her daughter out of family, because she married a Serb.  For the 
orthodox Jew that was a family scandal.  His daughter Selma remained in 
Belgrade with her husband.  She survived the war.  Afterwards she joined 
her family.  Most likely through his survival her father became more tolerant 
and accepted his son-in-law.  Mandil had two sons; the older Benjamin was 
my school friend and the younger was Marsel.  Beni persuaded his parents to 
invite me.  I arrived at Zibelo village, in Parma province, in northern Italy.  
That was Giuseppe Verdi’s province.  The entire Parma was about opera.  
Everything was under Verdi and Rossini.  Every household sings, each 
household has phonograph and dozens of records.  I arrived to Parma not for 
opera, but for Isa Albahari’s funeral. 
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Q: Friend of yours? 
A: He died in Parma’s hospital.  He was transported from Zibela to 
Parma’s hospital, because he had malaria and tuberculosis.  In Feramonti he 
lost a lot of weight.  He lost more then 20 kilograms.  He was buried at the 
cemetery in Parma.  So instead of him, I appeared in Zibela.  I was invited 
for lunch at the Mandils. Here they informed me that they found a villager 
who would allow me to stay in his house.  I would like to mention their 
names, that was Carlo Riccardi, his wife Maria, and his two daughters Ginna 
and Tina.  Tina reminded me of my younger sister. I loved that family, the 
same as my own.  The first month I paid 50 liras, and I was ready to pay for 
the next month when they told me that they do not want money.  They had a 
son as well who was on the front in Africa.  They hoped that someone would 
treat him the same as they treated me. I worked in the tree factory. I was 
making wooden trunks for tomato.  After one month I already specialized 
my work. I was making 12, 15 to 20 liras per week.  The owner would pay 
us weekly.  That was enough to pay my 50 liras rent due.  Since they refused 
to take the money, I started putting money in our mutual register. Our 
mutual register was in the kitchen.  I used to go to the Po river.  Zibela  was 
on the banks of Po river.  Right across the river was Kremona Province with 
its capital Kremona.  Sister’s Kon lived there.  They were preparing to visit 
their parents in Priboj and bring them to Italy, but since the process of 
connecting a family depended on parents’ residence, they had to go to 
Priboj.  Priboj is on the Lim river.  That was the Italian zone connected to 
Albania.  Kon sisters ended up in Buchenwald, because Italy capitulated and 
Germans found them.  I wanted to see them before they left.  I rode a bicycle 
for about 38 or 39 kilometers.  By doing that I violated a law, and not only 
that I left a village, but I also left the entire province.  When I returned home 
I found Riccardo and Maria crying.  They informed me that Police Sargent 
Marcello is coming.  He came right after to tell me that I will be transported 
to the Parma’s jail in the morning. 
 
Q: Who was Marcello? 
A: Marcello was Police Sargent who had one office. I had to report to 
him every day.  The village officials consisted of president who was also a 
secretary, and Police Sargent and his two policemen.  Sargent spent most of 
his days in café.  He requested me to be ready tomorrow morning to be 
transported to jail.  I was ready before that. Ginna instructed me to take a 
different bus from other village and she gave me her cousin’s address in 
Parma.  That was exactly what I did.  I borrowed her bicycle and left it 
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against the wall near the café.  I heard later that she found her bicycle.  After 
the war when I became Tanjug’s correspondent from Italy I visited Riccardo 
family.  But let me get back to the story.  It was about eight o’clock, a time 
for police hour.  I knew that Marcello was looking for me.  I felt that he 
purposely informed me the night before in order to have enough time to 
evacuate myself.   
 
In the meantime prior to my departure to Zibela one more prisoner arrived 
from Feramonti from barrack No.11.  Sarajevan Dzabetaj Albahari arrived.  
We called him Dzabi.  He was a really good soccer player.  He played left 
wing, gambled with cards, and was a charmer.  Roman family invited him to 
Zibelo. He received a permit extremely fast.  Ever since one Albahari died of 
malaria the prison officials worried about its spreading, so they let Djabetaj 
leave.  He arrived to Zibelo and we agreed on the code in order to stay in 
touch.  I stayed in Parma only one day.  I was scared that Marcello would 
find me.  Due to lack of proper documents I went to Bologna.  Albahari’s 
cousin lived there. At his address all I found was a destroyed house.  
Bologna was often a target of bombing.  The same night of my arrival the air 
strike warning was on.  The American warplanes bombed Bologna.  I took 
shelter in one building whose real tenants remained in the basement.  I went 
to the first floor and entered some apartment. A dinner was on the table.  I 
hadn’t eaten in a long time. I remembered mortadella.  I enjoyed in 
mortadella.  In the kitchen drawer I found food stamps, folded them and put 
in my pocket.  Next to the stamps was an identification card with the name 
Elena Riccardi, seamstress (sarta).  The next day I made a fake sample 
converting Elena to Enco Riccardi and changing seamstress into tailor 
(sarto). 
 
Q: But where did you sleep, and where did you make this fake copy? 
A: The next night I made a fake copy in an apartment that I entered.  I 
also found money and I stole it.  I stayed in the apartment for a while and 
then left.  I slept on the train from Bologna to Florence.  Florence hadn’t 
been bombed yet.  As soon as I arrived I started looking for an apartment.  I 
began living with one old woman Manccini.  She told me that she was not 
related to the Father of the Nation Manccini, but she loved Italy.  She also 
asked me why I am not serving in the military.  I told her that I was a 
disabled tailor, so I was never recruited.  A couple days later I asked her to 
sew a button for me, she looked at me, immediately I remember that I told 
her I was a tailor.  I packed my stuff and moved to a different part of 
Florence.  In three coded postcards I sent my address to Djabi Albahari in 
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March or April of 1943.  I had relatively enough money.  Djabi responded to 
me several times.  We tried to establish a connection.  Living in Florence 
was relatively secure.  I tried to avoid walks through the same streets, and I 
started looking for connections. I thought that the workers’ communist union 
should be organized in factories.  There was a factory in Florence that I 
noticed right away, “Galileo Galilee” factory.  They produced lenses, precise 
instruments, etc.  It was full of workers.  I was observing the workers’ faces 
in order to figure out who might be a member of the communist movement.  
The first one who I thought might be communist proved me wrong.  I didn’t 
dare to search anymore.  I could no longer stay in Florence.  If I stayed at 
home the landlord would find out that I was unemployed.  I told her that I 
work as a tailor.  I was spending a month or two between Milan-Bologna-
Florence.  I would jump in the train after the military control passed, and 
would enter apartments during the bombing.  I didn’t steal valuable things.  I 
stole food stamps, and sometimes money.  I was afraid that a bomb would 
eventually hit me.  One day a grenade fell so close, that the detonation 
blasted me on the street.  There I met a policeman.  He thought that I was 
someone who just came out from the demolished building.  He thought that 
my documents burned in the house, so he offered to help me with the new 
one.  I told him that I lived in Garibaldi 78 on the third floor.  I received an 
original identification card with my picture and name Enco Riccardi.  This 
time I decided not to be a tailor, but a student (escolare).  This document 
helped me get folio de via.  I got permit to travel Milan-Bologna, Bologna-
Milan.  After a while I went back to Florence, where I spent all my money.  I 
visited every single museum that was available and ate Italian ice cream.  I 
had only 50 Yugoslav dinars, which I decided to sell.  I was in front of an 
antique store, and I had already prepared a story.  I hadn’t sold because I was 
scared that someone might identify me.  That day at home I ate my last three 
sugar cubes and a glass of water.  I decided to go back to Bologna and to 
“visit” someone’s apartment.  The next morning Mussolini capitulated.  
Certainly, I haven’t gone to Bologna. I waited for Albahari who arrived the 
same afternoon.  We told our landlord that we are Yugoslavs.  She said that 
she knew we were foreigners.  The next day, while strolling through 
Florence we decided to steal a car.  Djabi always used to say that he knew 
how to drive a car, so I challenged him.  It was obvious that he never drove 
before.  However, we ended driving all night and in the morning we arrived 
to Rome.  We left the car on the street same as we found back in Florence.  
In Rome we observed the possible way for transport to Yugoslavia.  Should 
we go to Trieste or should we wait for Allies’ landing on Sicily.  The 
question was should we go northward or southward.  I had my original 
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documents, but Djebi didn’t have any.  I handed him tesere, because with 
them he could be issued an identification card. 
 
Q: Were tesere food stamps? 
A: A food stamp that can be used as an identification card in case you 
lose a real identification card.  Since Italy suffered frequent bombings, food 
stamps were proof of your name, if the original one was destroyed or lost.  
So using the food stamp you could get a new ID.  The most important 
document we needed was a permit to travel.  At that time the Germans were 
still in Rome, and we tried to avoid them.  Our attempt to enter the Vatican 
was unsuccessful.  Afterwards we visited the synagogue.  The Rabbi didn’t 
understand or believe, and the only favor he did was to give us 10 liras.  We 
walked through Rome looking for another connection. I learned that a 
connection has to be found somewhere close to the front.  The front line was 
near Salermo, south from Naples.   
 
Q: Which month was that? 
A: That was the end of August, beginning of September.  Badolio 
capitulated on September 9. Mussolini capitulated on July 25.  That period 
of time we spent traveling between Rome and Florence.  I started getting 
sick. Every other day I would have attacks of malaria and rising temperature. 
The train to Naples was supposed to leave from the railroad station, but just 
as the train from Belgrade, it never left.  We started walking toward Naples, 
and we arrived after two or three days of walking.  We heard about the 
Italian capitulation.  That gave us courage.  We decided to cross the front 
lines for the first time.  There was such chaos, so practically you could not 
tell whether Italians were running away from Germans or Germans from 
Italians, or if armies were chasing their own troops. The trains were full of 
refugees whose households had been demolished.  Right in front of Naples 
we experienced an air strike.  On the train I introduced myself as an officer 
who was sick of war and who is returning to his home in Calabari.  The 
bridge before Naples was destroyed, so we walked to Naples.  All of Naples 
was expecting Americans, but they came eight months later.  We didn’t 
waited for them. We continued further to the south. The very last night I had 
an attack of malaria, so Djabi was carrying me on his back.  We walked 
through woods.  Only twice we came down to ask for the German and 
American positions and to get proper directions.  The local inhabitants were 
extremely friendly. There was no need to explain to them that we were 
Yugoslav prisoners.  Djabi was carrying me the entire night.  Since we 
almost hit two German’s patrols, we tried to avoid local village paths.  
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During that night the bombing started.  That was my first experience of such 
deadly bombing.  The Americans were shelling from a distance of 40 
kilometers.  We were not even 8 kilometers from the coast.  We felt totally 
unprotected.  There was nowhere to hide.  I was exhausted and refused to 
move.  The firing came so close to us and suddenly ended.  Next morning 
we understood that we spent the night next to the German artillery point.  
Four German artillery were directly hit and destroyed.  Soon we started 
walking down the hill from where we were able to see the sea.  There was 
Salermo, where the Allies were.  We walked down the hill and reached the 
road.  There I saw a typical English military policeman with the African 
helmet on. I asked him the stupidest question: “Do you speak English?”  He 
looked at me and told me: “You are former prisoner of war.” “Yes,” I said.  
He pointed to me: ”There is a transit camp.”  There were already five 
Yugoslavs who arrived before us.  As soon as we got cigarettes an English 
officer came by.  He wanted to know how we managed to cross the lines.  
He was especially interested in their patrol points.  The same night he 
brought us a bottle of whiskey.  Our information helped them destroy two 
German tank divisions.  Later we heard that a military mission of Tito’s 
army exists in Bari.  We took a boat to Taranto, and then train to Bari.  Bari 
was already freed.  That was the end of September 1943. Both Djabi and I 
registered for the army.  Lieutenant Nikola Manidic accepted us and 
suggested: “ Kids, you speak Italian, why wouldn’t you go to Africa and 
evacuate Slovenians from the Italian camps.”  All of the Istrans, Slovenians 
who lived in Italy were in work groups, or regular Italian army.  Our aim 
was to evacuate them from prisons and bring them to partisans.  I received 
the document in Serbian language, in Cyrillic that stated “Death to Fascism, 
Freedom to the People.”  That document requested from northern African 
authorities to allow Officer Boza Rafajlovic the evacuation of Slovenian 
prisoners and their connection with Tito’s army.  Djabi looked at that 
document and ripped it off.  I put it in my pocket and left to Africa.  Next 
morning I took the American invasion boat that was completely open 
without a deck.  I had to sit on the ground for three days, and the 
Mediterranean Sea was not calm. I arrived to Susu three days later.  Susu 
was a little port south from Tunis.   
 
Q: With that permit written in Cyrillic? 
A: In Cyrillic. As the military policeman from Salermo suggested me, the 
first thing was to find a transit camp. As soon as I left the boat a military 
policeman showed me direction. “There is a truck that goes to the camp” he 
said to me. I reported to the officer on duty who accepted me and my story.  
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He looked at the payroll list and told me: “You haven’t received salary that 
we delivered yesterday”.  He stamped on the back side of my permit, and 
payment General paid me that week Sargent’s salary in Tunisia. With the 
money I bought a pack of cigarettes and dates.  In two months I visited six 
transit camps from Susa and Tunis to Algeria and Mezon Karea.  The last 
camp was Mezon Karea where Moris Torez was stationed.  I haven’t seen 
him, but I made a contact with both French opposing factions; DeGall’s 
followers and Admiral Darlan followers. French provided my return on their 
warship. All of this I managed to accomplish with my permit issued in 
Serbian language.  I interviewed about 520 Slovenians, and who ever wanted 
was eligible to register.  Most of them used this chance to escape 
imprisonment. Around 120 people registered for the Yugoslav Army.  In the 
partisan camp in January 1944 I reported 200 Slovenian Istrans.  In the 3rd 
Overseas Brigade where I belonged, I was the only soldier that everyone 
knew, because I reunited. 
 
Q: In other words in January 1944 in Karbonari one brigade was formed? 
A: The 3rd Overseas Brigade was formed.  The first two were formed in 
December 1943. The first one was heavily massacred at the island Brac, 
because it was inexperienced. Therefore the second brigade was transformed 
and joined to already existing ones.  It was decided to leave the 3rd Brigade 
together, and use Istrans for the battles in Istra.  Only the command 
personnel were the experienced ones.  They used commanders who were 
rehabilitating in Italy. One of the directors of such rehabilitation centers was 
Isidor Papo. 
 
Q: Isidor Papo, a Jew, a well-known surgeon from Mostar? 
A: Correct.  Other centers were mostly with Serbian, Montenegrian, and 
Croatian wounded partisan soldiers. That was a command staff of the 3rd 
Overseas Brigade.  It had some Slovenian commanders too.  I would 
remember Hocevar, Djeme Bobnar, etc.  I became an interpreter at the 
command.  I translated from English.  I was the first one who understood 
that a gun is not only a pistol, but other pieces of weapon too. After I left to 
Africa I hadn’t heard of Sabah Albahari.  I heard later that he cooperated 
with the American army and that he worked for the UNRU [what is this?].  
The last time I saw him was in France.  He was married and settled.  His 
gambling was the only problem in his life. In Bari our brigade was preparing 
for the trip.  We learned to march, to handle weapons, and unlike 1st or 2nd 
brigade, we were experienced.  We were transported by fishermen’s boats to 
the island Vis, where the headquarters of our liberation front was.  Our main 
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command was there.  I was officer for the contacts with Englishmen and 
chief editor of our brigade’s newspaper.  From Vis we undertook several 
commando actions on the islands of Brac, Hvar, Mljet, and peninsula 
Peljesac.  From Peljesac we started deliberating Dalmacia.  From Peljesac 
over the Adriatic coast all the way to Split, Trogir, Sibenik, and Knin.  At 
that time Knin was the Germans’ and the Cetniks’ stronghold. A battle for 
Knin I won’t ever forget.  It was worse then my experience near Salermo.  
We surrounded Knin on December 5th 1944.  I remember the date, it was my 
birthday.  There were Germans and Cetniks all over Knin.  It is hard to say 
who fought better.  My brigade was nailed at an open space.  We could not 
move.  The darkness helped us.  Knin gave us special status.  The main 
street in Knin was called The 3rd Proletariat Brigade.  Milan Martic, the 
current president of the Republika Srpska, renamed that street after priest 
Djujic, Cetnik’s commander I fought against.  From Knin we were 
transferred to Mostar.  Our aim was to block the route toward the German 
zone E and to liberate Mostar.  The major role in this battle played the 26th 
Dalmatian Brigade.  This brigade had 57% of the total casualties.  We drove 
4000 German soldiers and Ustashas out of Mostar.  Just recently one 
German social democrat tried to arrange the peace process in Mostar.  A 
street in Mostar was also named after our brigade.  But recently some 
Ustasha from Herzeg-Bosna renamed that street after some of their Ustasas. 
The battle for Mostar had a multiple meaning for me.  For three days we 
were liberating Mostar.  On the Black Hill I lost my glasses, and I couldn’t 
see that my unit withdrew.  I remained alone among Germans.  It seemed 
that Germans were too scared to approach me, so I waited the entire night 
for my brigade to come.  The next day in front of the brigade I was given a 
Medal of Honor.  That day my commander sent me to take sheep and goats 
to Dalmacia.  I delivered them to the poor in the village of Gradac.  The 
same goats delivered milk that fed my children and me even ten years later.  
In Gradac everyone knows me as a partisan who brought him or her goats, 
and saved their lives.  I stayed in Gradac for a while.  That was my 
commander’s hometown, as well as my wife’s.  She was my commander’s 
cousin.  She came to visit her cousin and that’s how we met.  I married this 
woman three times.  The first time in the army, when the best man was my 
commander Bogdan Viskic.  The second time when the Democratic 
Federative Yugoslavia abolished all war marriages and invited couples to re-
enter their marriages in front of the new government.  My wife and I have 
married again, but this time in Istra.  Then the new government abolished all 
marriages established in the zone B under the control of Trst’s aggressor 
authority. So we got married for the third time on the territory of 
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Yugoslavia.  I am celebrating my 51st wedding anniversary.  My wife was a 
nurse, first in 9th and then in 26th division.  She was a refugee in Elat, Sinai.  
She was only 16, but she lived long enough to join the partisan movement 
and return to Yugoslavia.  My brigade reached Trzic.  We liberated the 
entire Dalmacia.  I marched and rode a horse from Mostar and Split all the 
way to Rijeka, Istra, and Trieste.  I entered Trieste in the first group of 
Yugoslav partisans.  We came before New Zealand’s soldiers.  We stopped 
in the city of Molfakone.  I cried when we received the order to withdraw 
from Malfakone.  Upon the agreement between Marshall Alexander and Tito 
two zones were supposed to be created.  Zone A and zone B. I was 
demobilized from the army one year later.  I came to Belgrade in October 
1946.  The first person I met was Mr. Rafajlo Levi, who I stayed in contact 
with throughout the entire war.  He had rented an apartment in Rajica St., at 
Kalemegdan.  I did not have my own apartment, so he hosted me in his 
place.  Then I visited my cousins Altarac.  Father survived Topovsko Dzupe 
camp. In this camp he lost his son, his wife Buna Rafajlovic, and his 
daughter Gordana Altarac.  I heard that Dido Demajo was in Belgrade.  He 
was my grandmother’s younger brother.  He was much younger then my 
grandmother, only 40 years old.  I have never seen him before.  He was a 
myth and black sheep in my family.  Unconsciously, I was a messenger 
between Dido and his family.  I delivered a message from my botanic 
professor Zagorka Vujaklija to Dido’s family that Dido escaped Serbian 
police control.  He then moved to Paris. He was a communist.  He served in 
jail before the war, that’s why he was such an interesting person.  He 
participated in the French liberation movement.  He was a captain of the 
French army who saved Marlo’s life.  He was the one that suggested I visit 
his friend in Tanjug where I started working.  I became junior assistant, then 
assistant, and then assistant to the editor.  My first assignment was in 
Palestine.  Israel hasn’t been created yet.  I was covering the UN group for 
partition of Palestine.  There I started developing my career in journalism.  
All major news companies were broadcasting my report that Yugoslav 
delegation voted to unite Palestine, for a mutual country of Arabs and Jews.  
The news was shocking.  The Soviet Union voted for Israel, and Yugoslavia 
placed its protest.  I became well known even in international circles.  I was 
one of the better-informed journalists.  This visit to Palestine I used to locate 
one of my friends.  I placed an ad in the paper that I am looking for Gavrilo 
Zunana.  Gavriel Zan responded to me.  He was married and employed in 
Israel.  So, a third person from that group survived the war.  Palestine was 
my first international experience.  I was a specialized correspondent for 
Latin America, Asia, and Non-Allied countries.  I followed President Tito in 
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most of his presidential visits.  I was retired as a vice-president of Tanjug.  
During the sanctions my salary was 5 or 6 DEM.  I had a hard time watching 
the partition of Yugoslavia.  Serbia is too small for me.  My wife is a Croat, 
I am a Jew, and I am Yugoslavian.  I speak 9 languages, and I live to 
survive.  Sanctions had its purpose to hurt the political system.  But they hurt 
people. It is possible to change through opening not through isolation.  
During Tito’s regime everyone had social and medical protection.  Today, 
God knows what would happen if you get sick.  There are no medicaments.  
They do surgery only in case of cancer.  Finally Berlin Wall fell not because 
of sanctions, but cooperation. Today I am very active in the Jewish 
Community.  I am not religious, I am atheist, but I am Jew, because I cannot 
be Yugoslavian.  Yugoslavia does not exist.  Yugoslavia will only exist as a 
model that satisfies our cultural, political, and economic needs.  In the 
Jewish Community I work in two groups. One group observes anti-Semitism 
and the other one is for former prisoners of the war.  
[Then Rafajlovic showed a few pictures with comments] 
This is my first picture from the Karbonari camp.  I am wearing three-head 
partisan cap.  Next to me is an officer from New Zealand and an officer from 
Australia.  They provided arm support, and managed the camp, but we had 
our control. 
This was the Feramonti camp.  You cannot see wire, but you can see flooded 
barracks, that provoked malaria in the camp. Feramonti was luxurious in 
comparison to camps in Albania. 
This picture shows a kitchen in Feramonti.  Here is Mrs. Herman who was 
the main cook.  
If you take a look at this picture you will find a difference between this and 
the rest of the school pictures all over the world.  This is a school picture 
from Feramonti.  Among the teachers is Kon Vera and Dzeka Almuli, two 
Jewish women from Belgrade.  Bata Deleon was there too. There were three 
similar schools in Feramonti, in Serbian, German, and Hebrew languages. 
All of the kids received school certificates of the finished school year. 
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